Timeline

Science for DRM 2020: acting today, protecting tomorrow

June: 1st Workshop for Advisors, CLAs and LAs
May: Case studies for Chapter 3 and 4 are defined
July: Chapters share their Table of Content
February: SCSs share their abstract
February: Chapter 1 shares their contributions (1st version)

June: 2nd Workshop for Advisors, CLAs and LAs
September: Chapters share their Abstracts
Sept. / Oct.: External Review process starts
Sept. / Oct.: Chapter 1 delivers contributions (final version)

October: Editing
July – October: Super Case Studies (SCSs) share their Table of Content
November: SCSs deliver their contributions (1st version)

January: Chapter teams deliver their contributions (1st version)
January: SCSs deliver their contributions (final version)
January: Chapter 1 delivers their contributions (2nd version)

March – June: Proof-reading
March – June: Distribution and dissemination

November: Super Case Studies (SCSs) share their Table of Content
November – December: SCSs deliver their contributions (1st version)
November – December: SCSs deliver their contributions (final version)

December: Chapter teams deliver their contributions (final version)
January: SCSs deliver their contributions (2nd version)

February: SCSs share their abstract
February: Chapter 1 shares their contributions (1st version)
February: SCSs deliver their contributions (1st version)

July: Chapter 1 delivers their contributions (2nd version)
July: Chapter teams deliver their contributions (2nd version)
June: 2nd Workshop for Advisors, CLAs and LAs
July: 1st Workshop for Advisors, CLAs and LAs

Oct. / Nov. External Review process finishes

Early 2021: Official Launch
September: Chapters share their Abstracts
Sept. / Oct.: External Review process starts
Sept. / Oct.: Chapter 1 delivers contributions (final version)